\Ve discuss a simple hadron cascade model in which we assume a diffusion equ,Ition for hadron spectrum (mean multiplicity and momentum spectrum) and show such an equation reduces to a kind of bootstrap equation in the statistical bootstrap models. \Ve apply our model to e+e-annihilation process and discuss the mean multiplicity and the scaling property of the inclusive epcctnnn. § 1. Introduction
§ 1
. Introduction
Recently Fukuda and Isov analysed the momentum spectrum of seYeral reac tions at high energy in terms of their new type of quark cascade model. In this model a dijj'usion equation is assumed which determines the time dependent quark spectrum.
In the parton modeF 1 in e· e-annihilation a time-like photon produces a parton pair or a quark-antiquark pair, the hadrons in the final state are considered as the fragments of these constituents and it predicts 1/ s behaviour of the total cross section, which is consistent \vith the recent experimental results 3 l for yls <3.5 Ge V and 5<yis <7.8 Ge V. The rising of R for 3.5<yls <5 Ge V can be interpreted as due to a threshold for production of a new quark-antiquark pair.
On the other hand, by Generalized Vector Meson Dominance :Model (GVMD) 4 J. 'J we can also successfully describe the behaviour of the total cross section in e+ e-annihilation as well as a global feature of deep inelastic leptonhadron scattering and the rising of R in e+ e-annihilation can be directly connected with the breaking of the Bjorken scaling. In GVMD picture a time-like photon of mass yls is coupled to vector meson or JP = 1-continuum state of mass "--'VS.
Then if we neglect the interference effect among the different vector mesons the final hadronic state in e+ e-annihilation can be considered to be produced through vector meson of mass "--'VS.
When we combine the above GVMD picture and the idea of new type of quark cascade model,!) we may obtain a diffusion equation for hadrons as a basic assumption, which implies a hadron cascade picture. As for hadron cascade scheme 4 J there are already some analyses by the statistical bootstrap moclels 6 l and the chain emission models.') In this paper we take a hadron cascade scheme that multihadron production Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/ptp/article-abstract/59/4/1317/1881865 by guest on 16 January 2019 can be described by a succession of the strong two-body decay of resonances (or fireballs) (Fig. 1) . And in the following sections we consider only meson system which is, for simplicity, assumed to contain only one species of mesons. * 1 We take a mass spectrum which consists of a stable particle of mass fi and a continuum state of hadron (fireball or resonance) of mass m?:_2,'l. and we call each state "particle".
In § 2 \Ve formulate the hadron cascade scheme using the diffusion equation
and show that such a formulation reduces to a kind of bootstrap equation. ** 1
In § § 3~5, we investigate various properties of the final state initiated by one fireball: The expressions for physical quantities in e+ e-annihilation are given in § 3, assuming the isotropic distribution of decay products in each decay step. In § 4 we discuss the scaling property of the inclusi,-e spectrum in e "e-annihilation. In § 5 vve show that the requirement of scaling in inclusive spectrum leads to the logarithmic or power behaviour of mean multiplicity with s. Finally, in § 6 conclusion and discussion are given. According to our hadron cascade picture that the multihadron production occurs through the succession of the strong two-body decay of resonances and that any interference can be neglected, we introduce a ,-ertex function G(P; q, r) of each decay step: 
where
In the above equation the first term on the right-hand side represents the decrease due to the decay into two lower mass particles and the second term gives the increase coming from the decay of higher mass particles.
With an initial condition at time t = 0,
we can express the formal solution of Eq. (2 · 2) as
Since all the resonances which have higher mass than 2f.J. must have successively decayed into the stable particles of mass fJ. in a sufficiently long time, the momentum distribution in the final state is given by the solution of Eq. (2 · 2) at t = oo. As t--'>oo, the exponential factor in Eq. (2 · 5) becomes (see the Appendix)
where 
From Eq. (2·9) we get directly an integral equation for the mean multiplicity r.(P):
We can show that Eqs. (2 · 9) and (2 ·10) are kinds of bootstrap equation which was discussed by several authors.
•l.el.n For the linear cascade decay scheme in the paper of Engels, Schilling and Satz, 6 l they obtained the bootstrap equation for the density of state of the fireball of mass V Q 2 • When we take a special form for our G(P; q, r) (2·11) which implies that at least one of the decay products at each decay step is a stable particle of mass ,u (Fig. 2) , and we put G (P, r) to be a constant apart from the normalization, our equation (Eq. (2 ·10)) just corresponds to their bootstrap equation (Eq. (36)) in their paper. 6 l Then our equations (Eqs. (2· 9) and (2 ·10)) can be considered as the bootstrap equation of momentum spectrum and mean multiplicity, respectively. We should note here that instead of hadron cascade scheme such as ours, even if we take quark cascade schemev in which diffusion equation is assumed for quark spectrum, the diffusion equation also reduces to the corresponding bootstrap equation. § 3. Momentum distribution in e + e-annihilation Now we investigate various properties of the final state initiated by one fireball (or resonance) with a given mass yls.
Introducing a new function g (s; Sr. s2) through the integration of G (P; q, r):
where p' is a momentum of one of the decay products and (3· 3) and P (Q p') dQ p' represents a probability that the particle has a momentum direction
Qp'·
In e+ e-annihilation we assume the initial state in our scheme is a vector meson with mass y's and the initial condition, Eq. (2 · 4), 1s
( 3· 4) where Q = (y's, 0) is four-momentum of a time-like photon in the centre-of-mass system. (Then, e+ e-annihilation is the simplest example of hadron cascade initiated by one fireball.) Experimentally jet structure is observed and the distribution in inclusive spectrum shows the angular dependence. 3 J So it is necessary to introduce the anisotropic effect at some steps in cascade. Now except for the decay of initial vector meson, we assume each resonance decays isotropically in the rest frame, When we define as jet axis the direction of momentum of a particle which 1s produced from the initial vector meson at the first decay step, the transYerse and longitudinal momentum distributions are given by 
which is independent of the angular distribution of the jet axis.
To take account of the anisotropic distribution in inclusive spectrum we consider two extreme cases for the angular distribution ix S' J h cr;)
Therefore, the requirement of Eq. (4·6) at large s also leads to the scaling of the momentum distribution.
The scaling of F(s, x) leads to the scaling of the transverse and longitudinal momentum distribution, that is, at large s Eqs. (3 · 9) and (3 ·10) become and where and Xr=2qr/ys, Xl/=2qlljys, Xr= (1+r;,-r;2-.J})x /l/2r;,, X 2 = (1 + r;, -r;2 + .J) . . ) x 11 /2r;,
The scaling of transverse momentum distribution with respect to Xr does not imply the energy independency of the qr cutoff, and in fact, a mean transYerse momentum (qr(s)) becomes (qr(s))= --1 ---2 Sds,ds2g(s; Sr, s2) 7r sdq'4nSI~W(s,, q') (n (s)) 4 2e
Unless (q(s)) is bounded (in this case apparently (n(s))cx:ys), (qr(s)) increases with s in the asymptotic energy. It may be understood that this result is due to the assumption of the isotropic decay for each cascade step (except for the decay of the initial yector meson) in the rest frame. The recent data of mean charged multiplicity in e+ e-annihilation can be fitted both by logarithm and by power of s, 10 l and considering the new resonance production above the threshold it is difficult to determine the type of g (s; sb s2) by multiplicity at this stage. In this paper, starting with the diffusion equation for hadron, \Ve could get a kind of bootstrap equation for mean multiplicity and momentum spectrum. Further we have investigated the properties of final state such as scaling, angular distribution and mean multiplicity which is initiated by a single fireball with a gi,-en mass vs.
'Ne left free the distribution function G(P; q, r) or equivalently g(s: sb s2 ) X P (.Q), on which the dynamics of hadron cascade essentially lies in our model. In c_,_ c-annihilation, however, a simple assumption of distribution function g (s; sh S2) ds1dS2 = h (lh, lh) drhdrJ2 with P (.Q) = 1/ 4rc assures the scaling of one particle inclusi,-e spectrum and gives a power growth of mean multiplicity with energy. And vvhen we assume a special form:
and g (s, s1) ds1 = h (rJ1) drJ1 with P (.Q) = 1/417, we also get the scaling of the momentum spectrum but in this case mean multiplicity has a logarithmic mcrease with energy.
Though our diffusion equation m this paper is limited to a meson system with one species of mesons, it is easy to extend to the system which contains many species of mesons, if we assume the probability (6 ·1) where P;jk is a probability that a meson i decays into two mesons J and k. In that case the diffusion equation comes to have a matrix form and can be soh-eel by diagonalization of the matrix "L.,kPijk· Equation (2 · 2) corresponds to the case that the eigenvalue of the matrix "L.,kPijk is 2. Since the scaling property does not depend on the eigenvalue (which corresponds to a in the Appendix), the momentum distribution of each meson scales if the one which corresponds to the eigem-alue 2 scales. Howeyer since in the momentum distribution in the final state the particles clue to the decay of the new resonances are not expected to appear ,for .:r >0.5, our discussion of the scaling can be applied for .x2:0.5 even above the threshold.
Further an important obserYation in c' c-annihilation is the jet structure. ,).,lthough our hadron cascade model can lead to jet-like structure, the tra110'1Terse momentum distribution \vith respect to the jet axis would not so rapidly decrease with qr, if the jet axis determined experimentally were coincident with our jet axis defined in § 3. However as for the angular distribution in the final state particles, if we take the case (II) for P0 (Q) in § 3, it would be possible to describe the experimental tendency that a (coefficient of cos 2 6) In order to fit to the data on the detail of experimental results it is necessary to fix an explicit form for the distribution function G(p; q, r), which can include the case of P (Q) =F1/ 4rr in general, but that is beyond the scope of this paper. 
